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INTRODUCTORY SECTION 
1.1 Synopsis 

The Warwick Filmmakers’ Showcase was born in 2015 from the collective 
desire of many students: placing a spotlight on the university’s 
filmmaking talent by sharing it and celebrating it through one big event. 

As passionate film students and 
young filmmakers of the 
Warwick community, by 
picking up the project at its 
5th edition in 2019, we were 
inspired to further develop 
it.
This report will expose 
the readers to the 
process of organisation 

of an event targeted to 
students and to the broader university community, exploring the 

impact of student short films in the cultural reality of the West Midlands.
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1.2 Acknowledgements 
This project would have never existed without the people who supported it from the very 
beginning, believed in its potential and worked for it with passion.

First of all it is necessary to thank the Founders, Geoffrey Mugford and Patrick Sambiasi 
who came up with a brilliant concept and guided the teams who came after them in the 
realisation of a project always true to its strong identity, but also Pablo Agueras Reneses, 
the 2018 President, who has helped us with his precious experience.

Secondly, all the organisations that agreed to support the event economically and with 
managerial guidance: the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund, the IATL Interdisciplinary 
Performance Funding, the Warwick Arts Centre, the Warwick University Film and 
Television Department (especially Julie Lobalzo Wright for supervising and sponsoring, 
and James Taylor for the help with social media promotion through the department and 
his invaluable work as a judge), RAW and BFT Film Productions.

Furthermore, it’s important to acknowledge the essential work of all the people who gave 
their time and expertise to the project, starting from the brilliant judges who enriched the 
quality of the event and gave a newfound gravitas to it: Sydney Berthier, Alex Tyler, 
John Gore, Marc-Andreas Calanches, Azilis Denigot and again James Taylor. Their 
acute criticism, experience in the industry and genuine love for filmmaking has given a 
special spark to the whole event.

Finally, the people who ought to be thanked are the members of the 2019 team that 
carried out the project professionally, with resilience and passion: Wicky Guo, Marianna 
Beltrami, Wilkie Dickinson-Sparkes and Alexandra Keaney.

Thank you for believing in the power of student filmmaking and for crafting a beautiful and 
memorable event that will surely remain a part of Warwick’s identity.

The 2019-20 President,
Bianca Giacalone
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THE WARWICK FILMMAKERS’ SHOWCASE - 5TH EDITION 
2.1 Introduction 
The project as a whole and the final event have always been intended as the ideal 
platform for Warwick filmmakers to develop, showcase and launch their work. Indeed the 
WFS has been originally created for the current students and alumni, to provide them a 
fertile outlet to expose and promote their work in the filming field, especially if it comes 
from an experimental and independent production which needs an extra boost for what 
concerns distribution. 

Seeing the positive results achieved in the past editions, (the remarkable number of works 
submitted, their exceptional quality, and the resonance of the event in the students’ 
community), the main goal for the 2019 edition was to disseminate the outcomes of this 
project beyond the University, and we managed to obtain so thanks to the exposure that 
the co-operation with the Warwick Arts Centre brought. By adding to their summer program 
this innovative and refreshing format, entirely student-led, we found a way to engage local 
communities in the West Midlands, introducing a new perspective to the project thanks to 
their attendance to the event. 

Having observed the data from the past editions, one of our objectives has undoubtedly 
been to have a more diverse audience. Giving always priority to Warwick students, 
particularly the ones part of media and humanities backgrounds or involved in creative 
content production, we also considered including members of academia supporting their 
students and more young people from the region interested in original filmmaking (film 
festival goers, independent productions etc.), in order to draw attention to the University 
and to our budding talents. 

The decision to make a bigger step for the 2019 edition, was inspired by the wish to 
improve the quality of the experience of the Warwick Filmmakers’ Showcase, hoping to 
establish it officially as a regular cultural institution of the University, elevating its profile 
from its original concept as a student event and ensuring its impact on the local areas and 
the communities even in the future. 

2.2 Methodology 
PRE-PRODUCTION  
During Term 1, after a meeting with the Past Presidents and Founders to discuss the 
outcome of past editions and strategy for improvement, Bianca Giacalone was appointed 
as President of the 2019 edition and charged to build a new organisational team. It was 
also decided to hold a Skype call every two months to keep everyone updated on the 
progression of events.


Wicky Guo and Marianna Beltrami were recruited as Marketing Rep and Theatrical 
Director without auditions, and the three members of the team discussed a potential 
outline of the event, considering what to change from the previous years. The beginning of 
Term 2 included several discussions with members of Academia through the Film 
Department to explore the possibility of funding from external sources.
Once found suitable Funding plans through the University, requests have been submitted, 
also drafting the first financially plans and proper timelines.
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During the month of January, two important milestones were also reached: on the 8th 
Koan Records agreed to co-operate during the event by providing musical entertainment; 
on the 22nd the Warwick Arts Centre agreed on a collaboration by accepting the Warwick 
Filmmakers’ Showcase as their new landmark student sponsored event, providing location 
and equipment on the day of the event and additional promotion through their channels.
The methods used during this initial period are mainly public speaking, interviews and 
networking which included also the creation of elevator pitches and plans. We found that 
meeting and presenting the project in person enhanced the efficiency of our decision 
making and organisational skills, also creating a stronger bond with our supporters. Many 
co-operators really believed in the project especially when hearing it from us, delineating 
with honesty its strengths and flaws but most of all showing our unshakeable passion.
Another milestone was reached thanks to the Alumni Event at the Film and Tv 
Department, through which we met Sydney Berthier and Alex Tyler who demonstrated 
their interest in becoming members of the jury for the film selection. Through networking 
and various emails, we finalised the Official Jury Team on the 30th of January with the 
following members and roles:

The Critic James Taylor, Fellow Teacher at the Film Department 
The Filmmaker Sidney Berthier, Warwick alumnus and editor 
The Erudite Alexandra Tyler, Warwick alumna and set designer 
The Film Buff Marc-Andreas Calanches, Warwick Arts Centre fi lm reviewer 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The Voice of the Students Azilis Denigot, BFT Film Production executive  
Honorary Member John Gore, Warwick Arts Centre past Programmer

MARKETING 

In early February, the social media profiles were re-activated with the creation of the 
official event on Facebook, the publication of the new banner and logo but also through 
sharing past years’s content to build up anticipation.

Later in the month, the 
Early Birds Submission 
have been opened 
through the format of 
FilmFreeway, so 
students aware of the 
Showcase would be 
challenged to produce ad 
hoc creative content for 
it, coming from their 
personal projects, or from 
the collective work of a 
society or also from past 
academic assignments.

As a matter of fact, from the earliest editions, the showcase has established a strong 
relationship with the most active media production societies of our Student Union (BFT 
Film Production, Cinerama, RAW to name a few), and with the related degree programs of 
the University (Wired, LFS production module), which regularly produce films that are 
submitted and appear at the screening. 
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For this reason there is no thematic or length restriction for the submissions, thus any type 
of Warwick recent filmmaking (past 2 years) is accepted and has the chance to be 
selected.

Promotion through social media has been essential to stimulate students to submit their 
work: sponsored posts on Facebook and Instagram have notably boosted our coverage 
and sparked the larger interest that we were aiming to find, thus proving to be a fruitful 
investment. It was possible to target the advertisements to people who not only liked our 
social media handles but also to anyone in the age range from 18-35 who showed interest 
in “filmmaking”, “film festivals” and “student filmmaking” in the broader area of the West 
Midlands and London. Crafting the sponsored ads incredibly helped us also understanding 
the importance of social media marketing and how to use it to our advantage.  
All marketing material was designed by Wicky Guo, including the posters, flyers and the 
short animations used for the Facebook ads.

At the same time, the first physical promotional material arrived and started circulating 
around campus: posters and flyers places in strategic places helped sparking student’s 
interest and make a visual impact. Online sales went up at the same time on the WAC 
website and new sponsored posts helped spread awareness and increase the numbers of 
tickets sold.

SELECTION PROCESS 
By the end of April, submissions were closed and we received a total of 21 approved films 
(which met our criteria - although 95 were submitted in total) that during the second and 
third week of May were judged by the jury. 
Each jury member gave a score from 1 to 10 to the films through the FilmFreeway 
platform, proving once again to be an excellent tool to allow a diverse panel to view the 
films and vote at their own pace, sharing comments without necessarily meeting in person. 
The process was smooth and it didn’t run over the allotted time (unlike the past edition), 
given that all jury members respected the assignment given. This was incredibly beneficial 
for marketing purposes: having the official list of films on time also gave us the opportunity 
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to edit a short trailer that was spread around social media and campus screens. It also 
allowed us to structure the show more fluidly and give it the right tone.
Five films were supposed to be selected for the official screening, but the panel convened 
unanimously that another film would be included in the final selection, given its quality and 
high rating.  
 
The final six films selected for the 2019 Edition have been:

Evanescence by Jingyi Zhang (6.7 Average score)

NO by Paulina Lazutkaite (6.8 Average score)

Monsoon Season by Matthew Cullum (7.1 Average score)

Nevermore by Adam Tindall (7.6 Average score)

Pre-Occupation by Adam Tindall (7.2 Average score)

UNREADY by ArtHound Films (7.1 Average score)
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Directors and other members of cast and crew of the films were contacted through email 
and invited to participate to the event. Sadly, only the directors and producers still present 
on campus were able to come, despite the offer for travel payment.
 
THE SHOW 

The Theatrical Director took care of the selection of the Hosts for the event. Audition have 
been held with multiple candidates and ultimately a decision was taken to hire again Wilkie 
Dickinson-Sparkes from the past edition to give a sense of continuity, and pair him up with 
Alexandra Keaney, a new voice of the Improv Society. The choice of having co-hosts was 
frowned upon by the Founders but both current President and Theatrical Director 
reinforced it, convinced of the validity of such decision. It proved to be the right choice, 
given their on-stage chemistry and the success of their performance during the show.
The show itself was built in a co-operative, workshop style manner in the following days, 
involving all the members of the team, by structuring a script for the co-hosts and outline 
the various stages of the event. This was a different approach from the precious years, in 
which a full script had to be written for the host to learn and perform. Giving more freedom 
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to the creativity and talent of the hosts enabled us work faster and more efficiently, by also 
having a more genuine and entertaining final result.
The event itself blended the American Talk Show genre with the Film Festival, thanks to 
the charisma and chemistry of the two co-hosts. The incorporation of musical 
performances from a Warwick band as interludes was also a key element of the show, 
widely appreciated by the audience.

Once all the films had been screened, the audience submitted their votes to give the 
Audience Award on the official event booklet (a new additional element of this year’s 
marketing material which proved to be incredibly resourceful, effective for demonstrating 
the Showcase’s identity, visually impactful and a useful memorandum of the show for the 
guests. The winner of this year’s edition, Adam Tindall with his film Pre-Occupation, sadly 
not present at the event, received a frame, the official laurel of the Showcase and a 
cinema giftcard. 

AFTER THE SHOW 
After the show, we dealt with ticket sales figures, thanks to the help of the Warwick Arts 
Centre Ticketing and Marketing team who sent us a full breakdown of the sales.
We ended up making £125.50 which will be used for the next editions. Overall it was an 
incredibly successful result, given the past edition’s figures and the general appreciation 
witnessed this year. It was also interesting to observe that the majority of tickets was sold 
to non-Warwick students, confirming that our goal to expand our target was fully reached.
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We also received a lovely review from the Boar, the campus newspaper, which can be 
found online here https://theboar.org/2019/05/warwick-filmmakers-showcase-2019/?
fbclid=IwAR0sBKAL5zBgHRv5V44aWNfV4X54hHbopD8wC8l5LayJibtUig7vlrlg0os  

2.3 Limitations 
Despite having a small team comes with great advantages like quick decision making and 
efficiency in communication, sometimes during the pre-production of the event, it also 
implied a centralised system in which the main tasks and duties were carried out by the 
core members of the team. This caused the overlapping of roles, some delays and some 
general stress that could have been avoided with a more numerous team and a 
differentiation of tasks.

Furthermore, it wasn’t always easy to get students to submit their films: apart from the 
keen members of the well-known societies who have always co-operated with the 
Showcase who willingly came to us and sent their films, other hidden talents of the 
University had to be found and contacted privately, despite them seeing the 
advertisements. Since we were really interested in seeing a broader range of works, we’ve 
happily engaged in this virtual “door-to-door” research, in order to scout new filmmakers on 
and off campus that have been too shy or not aware of the importance of sharing their 
work. This taught us interesting lessons which will be disclosed in the Analysis.

Another issue we had to face was the sudden termination of the agreement with Koan 
Records for the musical entertainment. Not having signed an official contract, it was almost 
inevitable that with time the accord would fall apart. Thankfully, we managed to salvage the 
situation by personally contacting some bands and scouting them before the official show, 
establishing a clearer and more strict pact. The new band was the Human Resources, an 
all female punk-pop band. It was interesting to go beyond our comfort zone and choose a 
type of unconventional musical accompaniment: while we were doubtful of how that would 
work with out format, the audience absolutely loved it. It was also an incredible pleasure to 
work with them.
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Apart from those minor issues, having a secure location with technical help, the 
economical support we needed to fund the event, a professional jury and a satisfying 
number of short films to select, helped us feeling confident in overcoming limitations and 
solving problems. There was never a moment in which we felt like the event would not 
take place, and that gave us the right motivation to keep working towards the best possible 
result.

2.4 Analysis 
Through this event we’ve learnt how surprisingly big is the interest on student short films. 
Despite focusing on a niche target (Warwick students and their work), we’ve had a flavour 
of the potential greater market for these products.

Before the Showcase, during the submission process, we’ve realised how many student 
short films are constantly created each year, the effort that goes into them and how much 
students and former students struggle to make their films known and viewed. Most films 
are made to get a flavour of the experience and the fun of filmmaking (which is obviously a 
perfectly legitimate reason, given that we’re speaking of an amateurish and learning 
practice) and tend to remain in people’s computer’s folders. Most creators are even 
unaware of their potential (which is unfair, considering that the equipment used is often of 
very high professional standards and the general quality of writing and acting is 
appreciable) and don’t think about how far a short film can go through the festival process, 
and how that can benefit them in their future. For this reason publicity and one-on-one 
talking with young filmmakers at Warwick was incredibly useful and helped us give a new 
purpose to the Showcase, outside of the event itself: making students aware of basic 
principles of film distribution and marketing, alongside making them believe in their own 
talent.

At the same time, for those students that are already aware of these issues and are 
struggling to fit into the market, another problem was present. Submission fees for various 
festival are often expensive, and it leads students to being extremely selective and missing 
the opportunity of sharing their work. Being an inclusive platform that doesn’t require a fee 
and doesn’t apply any limitation to the type/form of the short films, we’ve been proud to 
receive a very diverse range of material and to share it, giving the deserved recognition to 
these young artists and hopefully launch them to greater opportunities.

After the Showcase we’ve been contacted by a not for profit arts organisation based in 
Warwick that reaches all over the Midlands called “Live & Local”, whose representatives 
attended the show. 

They said: 
 “We support live shows in rural community venues (theatre, dance, music etc.) as well as 

a cinema scheme called the Big Picture Show. We’re planning to launch a film festival 
based around our cinema scheme and that’s where we’d like to collaborate with you. We 

would love to show some shorts from students at the festival (…) Based on the high 
standard of these we’d also be keen to see some more of the submissions that didn’t 

make it into the Showcase”. 

This was an incredible achievement (and ultimately our main goal for the whole project): 
we’ve put them in contact with the filmmakers of this year’s edition which were extremely 
happy to have their films screened outside the University. 
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2.5 Personal reflection 
The Warwick Filmmaker’s Showcase has taught us so much about the cultural industries. 
It was very helpful to organise such an event, as university students, and be taken 
seriously by big cultural organisations like the Warwick Arts Centre, advocating for our 
ideas, signing contracts, taking part to meetings, co-operating with people with more 
experience and knowledge than us.

Surely, after a full academic year of work we’ve learnt how to approach the working world, 
especially in our creative field. 
The Film Industry extends far beyond film production and it’s important for students at 
Warwick, not only from the Film Department but generally anyone with a passion for the 
medium, to learn what other possibilities are in the cards for their work choices, which can 
entail both creative aspects and a technical, organisational side.

We personally felt more confident in our understanding of this often misinterpreted work 
environment. The experience and the skills gained will be valuable for our future careers 
and we’ll treasure them.

2.6 Summary and future plans 
Overall, the experience has been formative and successful, but it must not end here.
The most important features of our project are the passion and respect for student 
filmmaking, the celebration of talent and the encouragement for self-improvement in 
this creative field.
Bearing these key points in mind, we need to do more for those talents. 
The Showcase has its main goal in the distribution of finished works, and we have 
achieved many successes in the past 5 years. Yet, to honour our real purposes, we ought 
to do more in order to support the student media creators on campus. During this edition in 
particular we’ve achieved something new and exciting, helping students becoming aware 
of the power of distribution and marketing. If we want to achieve more, we have to go to 
the root of the phenomenon: not just inspire to share their work but to make new material.
Our future goals will have to include: 
• motivate to create more and better; 
• co-operate with students during the pre-production;
• give tips and tutorials on the various aspects of the making of a short film; 
• making sure this field is accessible to any student coming from any background (not 

necessarily media or humanities related).  

There are various ways we can accomplish this and it will surely be the concern of the 
future editions. It’s important that these points will become part of the identity of the 
Showcase as we plan on establishing it as a stable landmark format, recognisable and 
vivid in the Warwick student community and the Midlands cultural sphere. Thanks to your 
support, we are already one step ahead.
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2.7 Accounting statement 
We received £520 from the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund and this is how we proceeded to 
spend it, giving priority to Promotion and Publicity, which was key for the full realisation of 
the event.

We also received 250£ from the IATL Interdisciplinary Performance Funding which was used in parallel for 
other expenses and that will be integrated into the next year’s budget.
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Expenses

Item Descrip.on Quan.ty Cost VAT Total 
Amount

Promo.on & 
Publicity

Facebook 
Promo,on

Sponsored 
Ads

5 £70,00 N/A £70,00 

Event 
Posters

A2 Posters 100 £29,95 
£12,29 £73,73 

Pen 50 £31,49 
Booklets A4, 8 pages 250 £117,95 N/A £117,95 

Gi>s Tote Bags Print Ecru 25 £86,95 £17,39 £104,34 

Prize Vue GiM 
Card

1 £30,00 N/A £30,00 

Frame 23mm Gold 
Frame

1 £19,79 N/A £19,78 

Refreshments Popcorns

Tesco Sweet 
and Salted 
Popcorns 

6x14g

15 £15 N/A £15 

Musical 
Performance

Band 
Payment

Payment 
per band 

member for 
simple set 

up

3 £60 N/A £60 

Instrument 
& 

equipment 
Hire

Drum set, 
guitar & 

bass 
amplifiers  
(Warwick 
BandSoc 

fee)

1 £20 N/A £20 

Event Coverage
Cameras 

Hire
Warwick 

RAW 2 £10 N/A £10 

Total £520,80 



In comparison, here are attached the estimated project costs, as set out in the financial 
plan in the original application.  
Our priorities stayed the same, but expenses slightly shifted as changes were made 
throughout organisation (i.e. when Travel Expenses revealed to be not needed anymore, 
as all the guests invited to the show were campus-based, the allotted budget was 
repurposed for other expenses, especially in marketing material and advertisements costs 
through social media).


Invoices of the main expenses can be found attached.
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FEBRUARY 2019 UPDATES (15/02/2019)
Financial Plan

Confirmed Jury Panel 
The Critic James Taylor 
The Filmmaker Sidney Berthier
The Erudite Alexandra Tyler
The Film Buff Marc-Andreas Calanches
Honorary Member John Gore

  Item Description Quantity Cost

Publicity 
(based on 

the costs of 
2018 WFS)

Event 
Posters

A3 paper 
poster 150 90£ 

Flyers
A5 

promotional 
flyers

200 20£ 

Event 
Booklet

 8 Pages, 
Medium 
Square

250 74.95£

Banner
Free Carrying 
Roller Banner 1 33.54£

      SUBTOTAL 218,49 £

Gifts
Frame for 

Award 
Certificate

Brushed Gold 
Flat Frame

1 £14.25

Prize Vue Gift Card 1 30 £

Welcome 
Bags

Personalised 
Tote Bags 25 £86.95

SUBTOTAL 131,20 £

Refreshmen
ts Popcorn

Tesco Sweet 
And Salted 
Popocorn 

6x14g

20 20 £

SUBTOTAL 20 £

Travel 
Expenses

Train 
Tickets

London 
Euston - 
Coventry 

and Return 
for Judges

2 50 £

SUBTOTAL 50 £

Musical 
Performanc
e (According 

to Koan 
Records 
pricing 

guidelines)

Band 
Payment

Payment per 
band member 
for simple set 

up

5 100 £

SUBTOTAL 100 £

      TOTAL 519,6
9 £ 

https://warwick.ac.uk/insite/topic/teachinglearning/rootes/applications/financialplan/
https://warwick.ac.uk/insite/topic/teachinglearning/rootes/applications/financialplan/

